
TECHNICAL

• 17KHZ MOTION SEARCH SYSTEM
• AUTOMATIC RETUNE. SWITCH ON AND GO 
• PUSH-BUTTON TARGET PIN-POINT
• ALL METAL SUPER DEPTH MODE
• VARIABLE RUBBISH REJECTION LEVEL
• BELT MOUNTABLE CONTROL BOX
• ADJUSTABLE STEM
• 8 X AA BATTERY POWER
• SOCKET FOR (OPTIONAL) HEADPHONES
• LIGHTWEIGHT 20CM ISOCON WATERPROOF POLO SEARCH HEAD

Just switch on and go 

with the C.SCOPE 2MX
REASONS TO CHOOSE THE CS2MX

The 2MX is a ‘switch-on-and-go’ design with automatic 
tuning activated by the motion of the search-head passing
over the ground. The 2MX offers excellent depth of detection
and variable discrimination which eliminates the signals from
undesirable targets. The highly responsive 2MX provides 
a sharp target signal even at fast sweep speeds. 

The 2MX is priced in the same bracket as many beginner 
detectors but this is a hidden gem of a detector that once 
discovered will soon become a favourite. It is designed 
to deliver performance whilst remaining easy to operate. 
We wish you good hunting and a great hobby with 
the excellent C.SCOPE 2MX.

FREE
UK mainland 
delivery for all online 
detector orders

“Plenty of people say 
they prefer the C.SCOPE

‘Motion’ detectors 
to machines 3 times 

the price... 

You will be amazed that
such depth and sensitivity

can come with such 
a reasonable price tag”.



EASY  TO  USE

The C.SCOPE 2MX keeps things simple. 
If the mere mention of a learning curve fills you full of dread. 
If you’re allergic to operating manuals. If you just want to 
get out and enjoy the greatest hobby on earth in as much 
time as it takes you to fit the batteries, then the CS2MX 
could well be just what you’ve been looking for.  

The 2MX offers professional levels of detection depth plus 
a discrimination system which simply eliminates the signals 
from undesirable targets allowing you to concentrate on more 
interesting targets. 

If fatigue on the arm is a matter of concern to you, 
consider the extremely light weight of this detector. 

If you have a lot of ground to cover and you like to move fast, 
the highly responsive 2MX will suit your style of detecting 
right down to the ground! 

‘MOTION’ PERFORMANCE

The C.SCOPE 2MX is a MOTION detector. C.SCOPE MOTION 
machines are the ideal choice for beginners because of their 
simplicity and professionals choose them for their sheer power - 
and no knob twiddling means they can concentrate on what’s 
important to them... listening for those signals which mean treasure
underfoot. ‘Motion’ detectors operate at optimum performance when
the search head is kept moving with a steady sweeping motion.
When you receive signals, the 2MX features a Pinpoint Function
which allows you to switch off this motion effect. This means 
the search head can be brought to rest over the target to pinpoint
it’s exact location. 

“There are no frills, 
bells and whistles 
on these machines 

- just all the essential 
things which you need 

on a detector. 

Top general purpose 
detectors for professionals

and serious amateurs. 
Terrific value for money”

“Unbelievably 
fast response 

even next to IRON”.

Designed and manufactured in the UK 

- the quality, ruggedness 

and perfect lightweight balance 

of a C.SCOPE detector is second to none.

This quality is allied to C.Scope’s 

legendary customer service 

and an unequalled warranty.
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